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Ellie Price, 5th grade,
Unusual Proportion Crayons,
Nottingham Elementary School.

Ellie Price, 5th grade,
Unusual Proportion Crayons,
Nottingham Elementary School.
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NEW FALLS CHURCH LOCATION
CALL NOW FOR APPOINTMENTS Ophthalmologist

Announces his return to full time practice in his 

Located at 428 S. Washington St.
Alexandria, VA  22314

Monday - Friday: 8:30 AM to 4 PM

For appointments call (703) 837-1800

Long Branch Elementary

Hannah Nilame, 3rd grade

Glorria Fosso Tchana, 5th grade

Brayan Perez Camacho, kindergarten Eyuel Berhanu, 5th grade

Mara Enkhbat, 3rd grade Anthony Guzman Iraheta, pre-
kindergarten Johnny Vance, 3rd grade

Chloe
McCann,
5th grade

Lila Derr,
5th grade

Charlotte
Thomas,
5th grade
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The Arlington
Children’s Connection

 is published by

Local Media Connection, LLC.

A digital version of this publication and 14
sister publications

available at www.connectionnewpapers.com/
documents

For information on advertising email
sales@connectionnewspapers.com

For information on local content email
arlington@connectionnewspapers.com

Dear Readers:
This week, the Arlington Connection

turns over its pages to the youth and stu-
dents.

We asked principals and teachers from
area schools to encourage students to
contribute their words, pictures and pho-
tos for our annual Children’s Issue.

The response as always was enormous.
While we were unable to publish every
piece we received, we did our best to put
together a paper with a fair sampling of
the submitted stories, poems, drawings,
paintings, photographs and other works
of art. Because of the response, we will

continue to publish more artwork and writ-
ings throughout January.

We appreciate the extra effort made by
school staff to gather the materials during
their busy time leading up to the holidays.
We’d also like to encourage both schools and
parents to mark their 2017 calendars for
early December, the deadline for submis-
sions for next year’s Children’s Connection.
Please keep us in mind as your children
continue to create spectacular works of art
and inspiring pieces of writing in the com-
ing year.

The children’s issue is only a part of our
year-round commitment to cover education

and our local schools. As always, the
Connection welcomes letters to the edi-
tor, story ideas, calendar listings and no-
tices of local events from our readers.
Photos and other submissions about spe-
cial events at schools are especially wel-
come for our weekly schools pages.

Our preferred method for material is
e-mail, which should be sent to
arlington@connectionnewspapers.com,
but you can reach us by mail at 1606
King St., Alexandria, VA 22314 or call
703-778-9415 with any questions.

— Editor Steven Mauren

Welcome

Nottingham Elementary

Abby Free-
man, 3rd

grade,
Landscape

Anna
Labovskaya,
3rd grade,
Landscape

Duc Phi, 1st grade, Fall Tree Michael Chistolini, Kindergarten,
Stained Glass Window

Lily Seymour, 1st grade, Fall Tree

Ajay Allman, 4th grade,
Self-Portrait

Isabella Griffin, 2nd grade,
Cat

Jack Keffer, 2nd grade, Cat

Lola Gomez, 4th grade,
Self-Portrait

Sophie Neumann, 5th
grade, Unusual Proportion
Crayons

Anthony Mina, Kindergarten,
Stained Glass Window
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Carlin Springs Elementary

Franklin Ramirez Medrano, Kindergarten

Juan Diego
Becerra-

Centeno, grade
4 — Starry

Night (Mixed
Media)

Melanie Alvarez, grade 4
— Sunflower (Collage)

Sara Berhane, grade 3
— Leaves (Mixed Media)

Rebecca Tekle, grade 5
— Silhouette (Collage)

Jonathan Lewis, grade 3
— Bearden (Collage)

Rossybelle Cordova Jaldin,
Kindergarten

Nancy Salome Cipriano, grade 1 — Landscape
(Liquid Watercolor)

Elizabeth Escobar Nina, Montessori
— Broadway Boogie Woogie (Mixed Media)

Donald Sagardia Dominguez, grade 1
— Landscape (Liquid Watercolor)

Ashlee Cruz Castillo,
grade 4 — Crows over
the Wheat Field (Metal
Repousse’)
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OPENING SOON IN POTOMAC YARD
3600 S. Glebe Rd. Suite 150, Arlington, VA 22202

Pediatric Associates
has served families
in Northern Virginia
for 60 years.
We are excited
to announce the
opening of our
second office in
Potomac Yard,
close to Del Ray,
Old Town and
Arlington
neighborhoods.

For More Information, please call
703-924-2100 or visit www.pedsalex.com

We are a full-service veterinary hospital focused
on high-quality medicine, surgery, and dentistry.
We are located in the heart of Shirlington Village,
across the stream from Shirlington Dog Park.
Open 7 days a week for all your pet needs!

703-570-6600
2770 S. Arlington Mill Drive, Arlington, VA 22206
Mon-Fri 8 am-7 pm • Sat 8 am-2 pm • Sun 10 am-2 pm

shirlingtonanimalhospital.com
Follow us on Facebook.

Adrienne Hergen, DVM

Preventative Health Care
Surgical Services
Dental Care
Digital Dental Radiography
Digital Full Body Radiography
Ultrasonography
Full In-House Laboratory
Hospitalization For Sick Pets
Electronic Medical Records
Cooperation With Local Specialists
Microchip Identification

Amanda Snelgrove, DVM

Carlin Springs Elementary

Aviela
Gaitan,

1st
grade
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Kenmore Middle School

See Kenmore,  Page 7

The Goddess of
Our Solar System

In the deep, dark abyss that is outer space, a star
is born. Not just any star, our sun. It shines bright
for billions of years and planets gravitate towards
it. It’s bright, warming, and seeing its breathtaking
beauty bring smiles to our faces. Its captivating
light pulls us in and hugs us. Its welcoming warmth
kisses our skin. Staring at it blinds us and some-
times the burning heat can bite us. Without it we’d
be lost in the darkness with no way out. I am the
sun always shining brightly and beautifully. The
goddess of our solar system.

I shine bright without trying and and people
seem to take a liking towards me. I’m a hot ball of
fire that will burn so you can’t get close. Some
people say I’m mean but really I’m just distant. I
may be far out but without a doubt people notice
me. I’m majestic and royal like the Egyptian Sun
God, Ra. I may act superior but really I’m not much
different than anyone else. My warmth motivates
people which is why I seem to be a natural-born
leader.

I burn in the summer, feeling bright as ever. The
power I feel is overwhelming. In the winter the
brightness I have seemed to diminish. The burning
dwindles. My heart has a burning rage to it that
runs and never settles. My soul is a fiery inferno. I
am the goddess of our solar system. The sun burns
incessantly in me.

— Ra’Nya Taylor, grade 8

Hidden Joy
With a yellow that rivals the brightness of the

sun, it is the little face of joy in a meadow of shal-
low beauty. Not the showy rose with thorns just out
of sight, waiting to pierce an unsuspecting person,
but an honest, imperfect bloom. The blinding smile
is hidden just beneath the surface, shining light
onto the others around it. Carefully transplanted,
this flower will wilt, turn its face to the shadows
and memories of home, then bloom again more
glorious than ever, with its face to the sun. I am not
the lilac, intoxicating people with its fragrant blos-
soms. I am a dandelion.

Just as I am a plain old flower to those who do
not give more than a glance, people are more than
what they seem. Though I am a flower at heart,
sometimes the part of me that is a weed pokes its
head through my petals of grins and jokes. The
flower loses its luster for a moment, hitting a sis-
ter or hurling a rude comment. “I’m so sorry!” I
stammer sincerely. But the weed bides its time and
knows exactly when to come out of its dormant
state. It knows where it hurts most for those people
the flower keeps close to her heart.

Once she is firmly planted in her new home, with
her tendrils of roots growing by the day, this bloom
will send seeds of influence, thought, and laugh-
ter floating on the whispering breeze into the
hearts of the other people around her. The blossom
will always be trying to conquer the meadow that
is her life and the people in it. I am a dandelion,
always wrestling and trying to pull out the weed
that is so much, but at the same time, not a part of
me.

— Regan Christensen, grade 8

In Place
I am the ground littered with bright, green

leaves. I surround an area I call my own with long,
outstretched arms keeping it dark and safe. There
are so many things to reveal, yet so little time to
show what lies beneath. My dark olive ceiling, with
speckled sunlight breaking through, reveals a sap-
ling, brimming with the anticipation of young
climbers. I am a forest.

Inside malicious echoes of thoughts resound,
bouncing from branch to branch; small critters
quiver in the hollow trunks. The constant, gentle
winds rustle the leaves to reassure the creatures
that the grey clouds won’t bring too much of a
flood. Crooked trees stand their ground, their cold,
winding roots anchor together what they call
home. The cold streams flicker with life, lapping at
the banks. Though I’m quiet and patient like a fox,
my voice reverberates through the forest like the
chirping of a cricket.

My walls tower like skyscrapers with broad,
tough bark that act as barriers to shield any threat
to my well-being. Some manage to find a weak spot

in my barricade, so they wander in. Instead of ob-
structing any sunshine through my leaves, driving
them away, I offer them my scarlet berries and
comforting shade from my tall trees. I gift them
with my tranquility. But there’s always that dis-
tressing noise, like a deadly buzzsaw, making itself
wanting to be known. Along with the morphing,
omnipresent thoughts, one grasps my attention: No
matter how gentle the leaves rustle, it cannot brush
that voice away. It’s simple for them to light one
match and burn everything you love. Sometimes
we’re all terrified of change; we stay in place be-
cause we don’t want to lose our lives. We’ll learn
to forge our own paths, down in the forest.

— Brianna Guerra, grade 8

The Celestial Star
I am the rift that cracks the light into the sky. I

am the father that tells the Man In the Moon “it’s
time for him to go to bed.” And I am the pitcher
that pours yellow drops of sunlight onto the sur-
face of the Earth. I am the knitter of light that spins
a ball of sun and sends its rays of sunny yarn
throughout the world for all to see. My presence
reveals an illuminating star that scintillates our
world. I am the Sunrise.

I am the harbinger of a new day.
I am the guardian that watches over the vast

horizon. I am a light that illuminates the moon with
light. I am the fellow star that tells constellations
to reveal themselves to man. I am the knowledge
that determines the birth signs of all. I am the el-
der that has lived forever. I am the
great-grandfather who’s 4.5 billion years old. Yet
I am a mortal star destined to die in 5 billion years.
But for now I am the seraphim’s orb who brings
God’s light onto Earth. I am the sun.

I am a celestial star that enters the sky in the
morning. I am an emitter of light whose rays love
to dance on the white, fluffy clouds. “I love watch-
ing the sunrise illuminate the clouds in the sky,” I
tell my parents. I am a weaver who knits the clouds
together. I am a source that man uses for energy. I
am the light who goes away during winter and the
rain. I am a ball of plasma that helps to pass the
cycle of seasons. I am the warmth that all will soon
enjoy. And I am the hearth whose fire all of human-
ity seeks. Greetings. I am the Sunrise

— Mac Nowalk, grade 8

Comprehensive
The time has come for the photo to be revamped.

Fingers moving, typing faster than life, my screen
blares with tools. The cut tool is used to splice ev-
ery even slice of the photo with the sound of clicks
... The stylus is moving and erasing the undos and
redos of my multiple mistakes ... The lighting of the
perfect zones and the shadows of the unseen pic-
ture ... typing of the board and sliding of the
trustful mouse who has both been with me for the
decades. The layers of artificial color covers my
screen with unknown purposes alone. Finally the
photo is done. Now comes the final task before it
goes on its way ... the pushing of buttons make the
sound of the whirling jets and the silent sound of
the ink splatter over the canvas. Now the rush of
completion runs through me. I’m that editor who
took photos in the cold breeze mountains. I’m the
editor who learns through the sounds of nature.
The editor who learned through the multiple lay-
ers of life.

The world doesn’t always recognizes my labor.
Without me, it’s like a cake without icing. I’m the
entire project: I’m the cover, l’m the body, and I’m
the pages. Behind the scenes less attention helps
you focus on what really matters.

My skills are the knife of the chef, the board of
a cook and the axe of a lumberjack. Inside my tool
box are the essentials required for perfected prod-
uct. I can deploy them across many media in any
field. I’m as sharp as a machete, as precise as a
surgeon, and as skilled as a civil engineer. Hail
artist, I am the editor.

— Qide Baa, grade 8

Unfelled Tree
In the middle of the field stands a magnificent

tree with arms outstretched.
As lonely as he seems, he has been around longer

than any other creature in the wooded area. He
who holds these individual branches holds what I
have felt and known and cared for in my short life

Chiarra Wilson Regan Christensen

Tim Naff

Lillian Watson

Ash McMahon

Brianna Guerra
... He seems to hold the keys of time ...His stature
is mighty, his roots run deep into the ground, and
his bark is withered like an ancient man who has
experienced etemity. The fruits of this body have
been dropped for myriad animals who feast and are
spawned as tiny seedlings, little kids, around my
perimeter. Birds have been born in the lengths of
my branches. In my lifetime my bark purified more
gasses for the people for whom I give life. Insects
have been nurtured by my bark and given a haven.
As strong and as mighty in stature and in nature, I
am an oak tree.

I am tall and far reaching, I provide protection
for my brothers and parents. My hard work has
paid off in the time I am alive. The sun is harsh and
burning rays are blocked by my branches and

leaves. I am always tending those under my pow-

erful arms. I put my brother to bed and as tired as
I am, I do it for the love of my brother. I am like a
father when my dad can’t be there. I pour milk and
make supper when he asks. I do everybody’s laun-
dry and throw out the trash. I provide the strength,
never worry, I have strong roots to provide the
needed strength.

These traits help me in life because it shows a
reliable entity who is hardworking, and also has the
stamina to handle pressure. Even though I get
tired, I am a dedicated soul who quietly towers
above the fray.

— Alejandro Ortiz, Grade 8
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Kenmore Middle School

From Page 6

See Kenmore,  Page 8

A Dance Destroying
The Darkness

Burning from the pits of the Under-
world, yet a gift of the Gods themselves,
I swirl around the darkness, destroying
it with my piercing stare. When it admits
defeat, I die down once again, letting
the glow of my embers soothe the
people into a sleepy lull of calm. Some-
times, I am a harsh reality that burns the
fantasies out of your skull. I’m not al-
ways there, but when I am, be wary; I
am both and friend and a foe. I am fire.

My silence is a warning of looming
dark times. An obtrusive hand will be
injured by my plain, heated hate, but a
gentle one will be welcomed into my
warm embrace. Sometimes, I am
spread far and wide by the gusts of a
chilling windstorm. I remember when I
was but a spark, I needed constant stok-
ing: “You can do it. Build your own
dreams, and make them come true,” my
elders would say. A spark was nurtured
into a burgeoning fire; a raging, twist-
ing flame of excitement.

Flames like my own are ignited often,
but most burn out before they can be-
come crackling bonfires that light up the
dark. Every lick could be the last flare.
I can never know when the windstorm
will put me out instead of spreading my
wildfire; I can never know when a sud-
den rain will reduce me to a smoldering
mess. I try to fuel my flames for as long
as I can, but eventually, there will be a
limit. One day, I’ll be pushed past the
limit; one day, the flame will go out for-
ever, leaving only glowing golden
embers as memories of a simple legacy
whose intensity illuminated its world.

— Sophia McMahan,

grade 8

Driven Force
My thoughts move with such velocity

that spectators only see blurred lights
where they used to be, like a car accel-
erating at unimaginable speeds. It’s loud
and bright in my mind; each synapse a
powerfully-lit street that, in early hours,
is far from abandoned. I am a clutter of
dreams, living in both the smallest cor-
ners of my mind and the larger, more
prominent areas. I am angry and busy.
I am New York City.

My anger is a taxi’s honk: abrupt. I am
a motivated person, and like a New
Yorker, I get annoyed when people are
in my way. For example, last year, I had
difficulties with my group in a project.
An internal clock counts down, and once

my patience is tried, I explode: “You will
not be the reason I fail!” I yell, standing
to enforce that I mean business. Finally
we finish, but much like angry, abrupt
New Yorkers, I don’t win any popular-
ity points. And just like those New
Yorkers, I don’t care. My temper is quick
and direct, and sometimes spontaneous,
cutting through my seemingly happy
and calm demeanor. Inside me there is
a drive that will claw through anything
to get what it wants.

Just as New York is the city that never
sleeps, I never stop planning. My
thoughts are loud enough to consume
me, like New York, from the roars of
strong opinions to the blast of an idea.
When I believe my brain has finally run
dry, it ignites again with questions or
answers. I talk endlessly about ideas or
projects, and just as the excitement in
NYC never ends, neither does my con-
stant flow of thoughts. I am New York,
a passionate, driven force filled with
hope, dreams, and really loud noises.
— Julia Van Lare, grade 8

Unusual
Atmosphere

I breeze past everyone quietly, with-
out them even noticing. I calm people,
filling them with thoughts of laughter
and happiness. However, some days I
can be the opposite, leaving people
down; howling up a storm of thoughts
they wished to leave behind. I can also
be fierce if I need to; a strong gust of
wind meant to knock anyone off their
feet and send them flying. I am under-
stood as many entities, but mostly I am

Quynh Tran

a calm, laughter-spreading feeling that
circulates through the school and my
world. I am the wind.

As my parents know, I have overcome
many obstacles before, pushing harder
and harder against such barriers, until
they come down. I have gone through
the easiest of times, which breeze by,
and the hardest of conflicts, which stand
strong and

tough and wired to keep me from my
goals. “You know,” my friends share
with me, “you seem to be that one per-
son who tries to make everyone laugh,
and if you can’t, you don’t care; you just
keep on trying until you can make every-
one else happy.” Just like the breeze
trying to push and squirm through the
holes in an old, red brick wall, I try to
share my cheerfulness with anyone, no
matter how I’m thought of.

Nowadays, I still float around, but
more conscious of how I flow than be-
fore. Sometimes, the wind can be
pleasing, but can be irritating at times
when it blows too hard or too sporadi-
cally. I can easily find myself in
awkward situations, going where I
shouldn’t go with people, like when the
wind convinces you to go inside to avoid
it. I have to avoid these situations as I
zoom around the school, trying to share
the joyfulness I have with everyone.

— Benjamin Jacobs,

grade 8

The Drifter
I am the mystery figure you never get

to know. I am the seeker looking for

Writing
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Kenmore Middle School

From Page 7

See Kenmore,  Page 9

Writing

adventure, never settled on one thing. I drift
around for a purpose to fulfil. My feet like foxes,
scampering around as they please, hopping trains
and running miles. I’m often restless because of my
many travels and journeys but still, I venture on.
My head a vortex, spinning and swirling rapidly. I
am the wanderer.

Like the wind I am never in one single place. My
arms are like a cold breeze and my legs like a thun-
der storm. My words can be soft like the falling
leaves or as treacherous as a sandstorm. I often get
lost in the path of life, searching for meaning on
it. I’m too close to those I’m close to and not close
enough to the ones I’m not. Attachment to me is a
fire that can not be ignited. The unlit fire does not
have enough time to spark into something amaz-
ing. This blaze will never ignite and will forever lost
in my collection of unlit fires.

Like the red moon, my stillness is rare. Even
when I try to stay in one place, I can’t help but crash
down hill like an avalanche. There are times when
there is nothing to seek, but in those times I always
find something to go after. “Never let others decide
your path,” my father often tells me. I’ve realized
after a while that there will always be another se-
cret to uncover our another mountain to climb.
Always a new journey to embark on. I have come
to terms with what I am. Never still, always for-
ward ... the Wanderer.

— Carson Ruth, grade 8

Graceful
In the early morning, the deer dances across the

forest floor. It is a young deer, a fawn. As a song
bird whistles, the fawn freezes. If you are watch-
ing it you see how lovely and graceful the tiny
creature is. It hears a crack in nearby brush and
gracefully bounds away. Its long legs disappear on
its last “grand jete” into the coming dawn. She
leaves traces of ballet steps and wide, wondering
eyes in my mind. I am a fawn.

Sometimes I get shy when I am around people I
don’t know. Most times I would much rather be
outside or dancing. A fawn is a very elegant ani-
mal, jumping fences and running. Many people tell
me, “Oh, Emma; you are really graceful.” It is be-
cause I dance. Running is also something we have
in common. The fawn’s long ears are very sensitive
and can hear the most slightest sounds. They hear
the thumping of people’s feet far away and the near
sounds of berries being dropped.

I am a fawn. I don’t leap and twirl down the hall.
Fawns are careful animals. They don’t like a lot of
attention. Quietly darting from human view, we
occasionally see some friends and quietly walk with
them. At a young age fawns are playful and perky.
As they get older it will get more mature. They have
more responsibility and thoughtfulness. They lose
some of the silliness. They still leaping over streams
and racing friends but fawns also turn into deer.
But you are still graceful for the rest of your life. I
am a fawn.

— Emma Weaver, grade 8

Bricloeur
Thirsty for knowledge, I eagerly absorb the

quips, sound bites, and musings of these inspiring
and talented YouTubers. I process the information,
learn from it, and teach it. This cycle — the ebb and
flow of data — quenches my thirst. Homemade
props: wagons, wigs and wilderness; my imagina-
tion teleports me through time. I capture it all on
video. Screens, colored lights ... I connect with old
friends on a virtual battlefield. Pass on the diago-
nal — the queen moves in for the kill. Dodging
defenders, I set up the shot. The knight evades
capture. The soccer field is a chess board. Shoot,
score, checkmate! I am green but my interests and
ambitions are many. I am a Renaissance Man.

I pioneer new ideas. I pencil tap and beat box. I
cook, play soccer, basketball, football, and chess.
Video games, board games, HGTV, Dr. Pol, Dr. K,
political debates-!like them all. A single day in this
Renaissance Man’s life is full of fun, challenge, and
discover. One Texas winter day, my friends and I
were on the trampoline. Mid-jump, I noticed some-
thing flopping around on the ground. A baby
blackbird was distressed under the leaves. We took

Gabi
Juarez

Shushantika Barua

Nolan Fuss

Hairmon
Solomon

Belen Tesfaye

Miles
Jordan
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Kenmore Middle School

See Kenmore,  Page 13

From Page 8

Writing

him in, cared for him, and perched him on the Xbox. We
studied him, researched him, then set him free. His name was
Colton. To this day, he is one of my many spirit animals.

I am never bored. Opportunities to engage the world are
everywhere. The internet is my portal; the camera lens both
captures and fuels my appetite for information. I don’t waste
a minute. (I may not always do what I am supposed to do,
but my mind is always on.) Lights, camera, action: Think,
react, build, create. I am a Renaissance Man, always creating
and in motion.

— Kendall Hartman, grade 8

Wilber Zelaya
Malka Khan

A Floating Bloom
The delicate lily bud rests upon the tender green plate. It

floats atop the water with exquisite beauty, looking as if the
gentle, lapping ripples could knock it over. But, the lily is
hardier than you would think. The water lily withstands the

daily traffic of frogs hopping about the pond, dragonflies that
land on its pad, and water moccasins that streak through the
pond. The lily takes the stamping in stride. Like a water lily,
I deal with the toughness of life everyday, but take it in stride.
I am a water lily.

When something new comes up, like a new leaf shooting
out of the water to sunlight, I accept it like a lily pad accepts
a new leaf in its vascular bundles. When I was little, my par-
ents told me I was going to be an older sister. “Really?” I
exclaimed, “Can I play with her?” I asked excitedly. I wel-
comed the newest member of our family with amity.

As a person, I want to make the world a better place. A
water lily contributes to its environment by proving shade to
all of the underwater organisms and a landing pad on top of
the water and all manner of pond life. I wish to make sure all
walks of life have a safe refuge when they need one. Waves
and tides can influence where I go, but my rhizomes ground
me. I am a water lily.

— Lily Watson, grade 8
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Elizabeth Powers, 10th grade — Monarch

Yorktown High School

Kelly Kilby, 12th grade — The Drop

Adam Attallah, 12th grade

Beyla Richman, 10th grade — Floating Along

Elizabeth Kelafant, 12th grade — Book Worm

Carson Wood, 11th grade

Nadya Syazsa, 11th grade

Austen Mulieri, 11th grade

Sloane
Gartner,
12th
grade

Ethan McKelvain

Joseph Myers, 11th grade — Neapolitan

Jack Durham, 11th grade

Bryanna
Lansing,

12th grade
— Kite

Annmarie Earley, 10th grade — Summer at the
Smithsonian Zoo

Adam Attallah, 12th grade
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Yorktown High School

Tammy
Trinh,
Ceramics 3,
grade 12

Sydney Nassetta, AP Ceramics, grade 12Bilguun-Erdene Mendsaikhan, Ceramics 3,
grade 12

Caris Weilenmann, Ceramics 2, grade 11

Georgie
Greenhaus,
AP Ceram-
ics, grade
12

Mark
Love, AP

Ceramics,
grade 12

Laura
Crawford,

AP Ce-
ramics,

grade 12
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Now Enrolling
NEW REHEARSAL LOCATION IN

ALEXANDRIA
For Treble choristers, starting at age 8

Church of St. Clement  1701 N. Quaker Ln

If you love singing and
making new friends

Call to schedule an audition now!

childrenschorus.com 202-237-1005Check out our programs:

join the premier youth choral
program in the DC area

Kenmore

From Page 9

The Bronze Giant
A forgotten giant rests in the sea, cov-

ered in bronze, shaken down from the
upset of power. What once used to be a
reminder of power, the thousand-foot
giant loomed above the world. Thou-
sands of shattered pieces slumber in the
down in the watery depths. What once
used to be a sheen warm glow emanat-
ing from the metallic bronze now an icy
cold glare from each broken piece. The
whole world was below him, ships
sailed under his colossal legs, he was
power. I am the Colossus of Rhodes.

What was a once great giant is now
buried thousands of feet under the Earth
adds to the rocky bottom. The massive
figure in the sea shows a chilling after-
image of the human race. Fish now
swim through the rough metal
smoothed down by bone-crushing cur-
rents. This forgone hero is now an icy
shape indescribable from a common
rock, waiting for rescue. Slimy algae and
rough oysters infused on the giant; they
cling to the power it once held. The gi-
ant may have fallen but his greatness
will never entirely erode and, one day it
will ascend again.

The colossus is just a symbol of
power, truly making people think he is
a god. Now, as I sit at a desk, I wonder
if I will ever obtain power like that.
Thousands of feet above the world, no
human could ever bring him down. But
with that, the Earth shook and rough
plates collide and danced together, cre-
ating destruction in their wake. And
with that the Colossus fell, only for it to
get back up again. And it will continue
getting back up every morning to ascend
higher than the day before.

— Quinn Schroeder,

grade 8

Shrouded
Every problem that I’m going through

bends my mind, casting a shadow to
torture me. Letting go of problems and
to surrender completely to our inner-
most selves and to gain a deeper
understanding of our subconscious is
not easy in the life of a teenaged girl.
Unexpected things happen, falling all at
once like rocks falling down a mountain.
We all have realize the possibility mis-
fortune and the cruel slings of
unexpected tragedy. We should be pre-
pared, and we have to be flexible. I have
suffered and continue to experience the
pain of almost unspeakable sadness. I
am a weeping willow watching over the
river, all alone.

Life hits hard, like a comet coming
down from space. Wind blows so slow
sometimes you can’t even feel it, like
time passing by. My dad left me all alone
next to a river, and I don’t where to look
or go. Not knowing why he left this big
world, haunts me. Memories return like
a boomerang. Leaving me was his
choice; he made a mistake.

People leave, nobody sticks by when
you need them. Sometimes I feel like I
don’t belong in this world, that I
shouldn’t exist anymore, I should be
extinct like a dinosaur. I’m all alone like
a weeping willow, people surround me,
but they are invisible to me. I don’t
wanna be here anymore, there’s too
many things going on, that I would just
want to crush like crushing leaving from
the ground. Anxiety isn’t simple; my
anxiety has anxieties. Anxiety also
freezes everything. Depression leads to
fake smiling, laughing, and saying “I’m
fine.” all the time, and I’m not. A weep-
ing willow’s silence is just another way
to show pain. I’m a weeping willow.

— Dalila Martinez,

grade 8
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Yorktown High School

Parker Christian, 12th grade — Light Me Up

Carson Wood, 11th grade

Lily Corey, 11th grade

Elizabeth Kelafant, 12th grade — Sinking

Guyen Enkh, 10th grade
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To highlight your Faith Community, call Karen at 703-778-9422

DAILY EUCHARIST:
Weekdays
Monday-Friday, 8:30 AM
Saturday, 8:30 AM

SUNDAY LITURGY SCHEDULE:
Saturday Vigil: 5:30 PM
Sunday: 7:30, 9:00, and 11:00 AM
1:30 PM Spanish Liturgy

5312 North 10th Street,
Arlington, Virginia 22205
Parish Office: 703-528-6276

PARISH WEBSITE:
www.stannchurch.org

All Are
Welcome!

Select your
products from

our Mobile
Showroom
and Design

Center
Fully Insured &

Class A Licensed
Since 1999

Free Estimates
703-999-2928

From Now to WOW in 5 Days Guarantee

Visit our website: www.twopoorteachers.com

Home of the $6,850 Bathroom Remodel

TWO POOR TEACHERS
Kitchen and Bathroom Remodeling

10% down
nothing until the job
is complete for the

past 17 years

10% down
nothing until the job
is complete for the

past 17 years

703-548-4092
1555 King St, • Alexandria, VA 22314

Now You Can Get
What You Really Wanted!

Gift cards and special orders excluded.

40% off
Storewide!

Monday, Jan. 2, 2017
10 am to 8 pm

Happy New Year!

www.hooray4books.com

Noisy Giants
In the night
I hear a bark
I see the rain
Pouring down
I see a rapid flash
I hear a rattle
During the stormy night

When the night
Rages with anger
Stomping with giants
Create the thunder
Millions of their torches
Shine
During the stormy night

When the night
Rages with anger
Raindrops splatter
Like a pot
Filled with water
Wind destructs
The innocent trees
During the stormy night

— Tamsin Crook,

3
rd

 Grade

The Night Sky
Stars
Hot, round
Shining, glowing, spinning
There are billions of stars
Space

— Gavin Goldstein,

2
nd

 Grade

Nature’s Parade
Nature’s patterns are like a piece of art
The autumn leaves sing with the breeze
The brushing leaves are the maraccas
The grass, the strings of the violins
Create an orchestra of peaceful music
The forest trees, sopranos, altos, form
the opera
The rain, the tap dancers’ parade
Thunder claps like cymbals from a
giant’s hands
Monarch butterfly wings whistle like
flutes
The life cycle of the orchestra

— Anahit Harutyunyan,

3
rd

 Grade

A Snowy Season
Winter
Snow blanket
Freezing, soft piles
Cold, windy, happy, joyous
White

— Charlotte Reynolds,

1
st
 Grade

Haunting Shadows
A reaching hand out of the shadows
Brings you back in
To memories you tried to forget
And to reality.
You face the hard concrete ground
In the shadows, knowing, just knowing,
somehow
That you will never, ever be unscarred
You will never see the world as you once
did
With those eyes
Now struck with the sights
Of hardship
Of poverty
And of loss and death.
They change something in you that you
didn’t know
Even so, you try to block them out
But they will always be your haunting
shadows
And you will have them forever

— Allison Joe, 6
th

 Grade

Swaying Trees
How the branches
Dim the sunlight
Of a million stars
The swaying trees
Tickle my feet
Their branches,
Like a fountain
Droopy, hanging
Feeling shame,
Quite sad
But not exactly

— Sydney Le, 3
rd

 Grade

Feelings Are
The Frosting
You get angry
Fierce fire shooting flames
Feels like the incense you left burning
Dry ice letting out smoke
A sharp jagged table corner
Disgusting sour syrup

That is all okay

You can be sad
No one should be staring
The peppery bite of the sun
Is let out on your neck
Fluffy snow in your snow pants
Giving you a chill

That is all okay

You can be happy
A nice, gentle, bright smile
Flowers blooming
On an orange yellow day
You feel happy and that is okay

— Lailah Abdul Khaaliq,

3
rd

 Grade

Pitch As Coal
A dark heart that has turned into pitch
coal
Life is lost, hope is lost too
Pitch black is a box
Sharp stings of knives
Pricking flesh
Time is dreary
A crow’s eye, the dead line
Comes at once
Like when a tsunami crashes over a city
It is a skin of hope
Broken in two
Death is the sting of a king cobra’s poi-
son
It is the ticking of a stopwatch
Hades himself in disguise
There is a small bit of hope in death
Yes, leaping forward to a new beginning
It is time to set your new wings to the
sky and say,
“I believe
In hope.”

— Nasim Abdul Khaaliq,

4
th

 Grade

Wonder
It used to be said
That often in error
But never in doubt
Now their doubts have grown
They have grown as big as all outdoors
Born as a bubble of space
Young light is released
Glowing sheets and tendrils
Yet nobody knows
Nobody knows

— Sophia Guralnik,

4
th

 Grade

Two Types of Planes
Of roars and whistles
Or feather-like bristles
We all would choose the new

Enchanting melody
Or ghost-like cacophony
Our past models are no longer valid

For business and Human’s transporta-
tion
Or rhythmic sensation
We forget about the past

The types of planes that scrape the skies
Or the gentle Cardinal with immense
black eyes
Sweet soft chirps that fill your ears
Clanging thunder is what he hears

He created two types of Planes
The straight-path crashers
And the fluttering beauties standing the
test of time
We all would choose the new

— Liam Machabee,

7
th

 Grade

Westminster School
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Yorktown High School

Elizabeth Noe — Cosmic Revival

Julia Sachs, 12th grade

Lana Schlesinger, 12th grade

Sofia Scott, 12th grade Alexander Ahn, 12th grade

Emma
Pivetta,
12th
grade

Jake Gonzalez, 12th grade

Rachel Jacobson, 12th grade

Cooper
Moss,
12th

grade

Will Clough, 10th grade — Williamsburg Leo Club. The
Leo’s were making cards to send to their friends in this
random act of kindness.
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where
seniors ages
62 and better

enjoy
rewarding
lifestyles in
the heart

of Alexandria

Burgundy Farm Country Day School

Mariana Garcia-Acosta, Kindergarten

Charlotte Evans, grade 6
Sebastian Linscott, Kindergarten
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21 Announcements 21 Announcements 21 Announcements

Zone 6 Ad Deadline:

Monday Noon

703-778-9411

Zone 6: • Arlington • Great Falls

• McLean • Vienna/Oakton
ClassifiedClassified

21 Announcements 21 Announcements

21 Announcements 21 Announcements 21 Announcements

21 Announcements 21 Announcements 21 Announcements

21 Announcements 21 Announcements

JENNIFER SMITH ❖ Serving the Area Since 1995

➣ Speed Up Slow
Computers

➣ Virus Removal
➣ Computer Setup
➣ Help with Windows 8 & 10

571-265-2038

HDI
COMPUTER SOLUTIONS

Jennifer@HDIComputerSolutions.com

101 Computers 101 Computers

21 Announcements

ABC LICENSE
Thai Boys Inc. trading as Tom 
Yum Thai, 226 Maple Ave. W, 
Vienna, VA 22180. The above 
establishment is applying to 

the VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT 
OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE 
CONTROL (ABC) for a Wine 
and Beer On Premises and 

Mixed Beverage
Restaurant license to sell or 

manufacture alcoholic 
beverages. Tanitta 

Diewtragulchai, President
NOTE: Objections to the issu-
ance of this license must be 

submitted to ABC no later than 
30 days from the publishing 

date of the first of two required 
newspaper legal notices. 

Objections should be regis-
tered at www.abc.virginia.gov 

or 800-552-3200.

Kenny Lourie is an Advertising Representative for
The Potomac Almanac & The Connection Newspapers.

By KENNETH B. LOURIE

Seldom Wrong
But This Time
I’m Write

Because of the change in some of our
publication deadlines for December, I have
had to write multiple columns weeks in
advance, somewhat unusual for me.
Typically, I write my column five days before
publication, so time-wise, I’m fairly current
and emotionally present as well. Writing
ahead, as December dead-lines (it’s nothing
new. I’ve been managing to accommodate
these deadlines for years) is still a bit off-put-
ting. Though I want to think ahead and live
like I have a future; as a cancer patient, it’s
difficult not to live in the present. Thinking,
feeling, projecting ahead, seems presumptu-
ous almost.

This is not to imply that I have to some-
how presume a future and write about can-
cer subjects — or not, which have not yet
happened. Hardly. My columns are rarely
time-sensitive or date-specific. Still, my col-
umns are generally better written when I’m
writing from current feelings, facts, circum-
stances, etc. And though many of the feel-
ings, facts and circumstances relating to my
condition don’t exactly change on a daily,
weekly or even monthly basis (thank God!),
surprisingly, my reaction to them sometimes
does. Moreover, writing multiple columns at
one time also forces me to pile onto myself
emotionally the effects of my disease. Which,
if you must know, I’d rather not do. In fact, if
there’s any way I can not think about my
situation, that’s a ‘way’ I’d like to be.

Not that I moan and groan or woe is me
about my age 54-and-half-terminal-diagno-
sis, as those who know me or have regularly
read my columns likewise know; but some-
times I’d prefer not to have my hand forced.
And even though reading or hearing about
other people who have been diagnosed with
lung cancer, or who have succumbed to its
ravages, doesn’t bother me — too much,
really (I’ve matured); occasionally, I’d rather
be blissfully ignorant.

Although I readily admit that being igno-
rant too long concerning my disease is hardly
penny-wise but it is most definitely pound-
foolish. The trick is, somehow not getting
consumed by one’s circumstances and main-
taining an optimistic point of view. And since
I’m a funny guy (though not really fun), I am
able to humor myself — and others, so these
less-than-ideal circumstances under which I
attempt to thrive are not overwhelming,
except when forced to confront my demons
and focus on myself when newspaper dead-
lines are advanced and jumbled and I’m hav-
ing to write four columns in two weeks
instead of writing one column in one week.

Though it’s not exactly trouble, it is to
quote Jerry Seinfeld from a long-ago Seinfeld
episode, “something.” ‘Something’ I could
likely live without, but ‘something’ unfortu-
nately I must live with, every December. But
I’m a “big boy,” as my father used to tell me,
with “broad shoulders” (figuratively speaking
to my ability to handle the load), so I’ll man-
age. In fact, in another paragraph, I will have
completed the task and the presumptive
weight of it will be off my ‘broad shoulders.’

Now I can relax a little bit, exactly what
one (especially this one with cancer) needs.
Between the holidays and advanced dead-
lines, the column-writing and the ad-selling;
I’m living and learning with my ever-evolving
circumstances (further from the beginning or
closer to the end; I never know).

Nevertheless, I am extremely happy to
have been there and finished doing it yet
again. I hope to see you all back here next
year. Happy Holidays!

CLASSIF
IED

NEWSPAPERS

For All
Your

Advertising
Needs…

It Works.
Week

After Week.

703
917-6400

Place
Your
Ad

Today!

For Local…

•Employment
•Employees
•Services
•Entertainment
•Announcements
•Real Estate
•Cars
•Trucks
•Vans
•RV’s
•Boats
•Pets
•Yard Sales
•Crafts
•Hobbies
•And More!

I believe the
future is only 

the past again,
entered through

another gate.
-Arthur Wing

Pinero

21 Announcements 21 Announcements

Johnson, Richard Lee, 88, of Radnor,
PA, formerly of Vienna, VA. Beloved hus-
band of Anne Chapman (nee Hungerford)
Johnson, Father of Anne Johnson Graf
(Chappy) (Bayard H.) of Strafford, PA and
Jessie Edwards Johnson of PurceHville,
VA. Also survived by five grandchildren
and his sister Lois Johnson Held of
Milwaukee, Wl. Funeral service will be at
St. John’s Episcopal Church, McLean, VA
on Wednesday, December 28th at noon.
In lieu of flowers contributions in his
name may be made to St. John’s Church
Memorial Fund, St. John’s Episcopal
Church, 671 5 Georgetown Pike,Post
Office Box 457, McLean, VA 221 01-0457.

OBITUARY
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Zone 6 Ad Deadline:

Monday Noon

703-778-9411

Zone 6: • Arlington • Great Falls

• McLean • Vienna/Oakton

Home & GardenHome & Garden
CONTRACTORS.comconnectionnewspapers.com

GUTTER CLEANING
Gutters and Downspouts Cleaned

Small Repairs • Gutter Guards

PINNACLE SERVICES
lic/ins 703-802-0483 free est.
email jamie@lawnsandgutters.com
web: lawnsandgutters.com
Friendly Service with a Friendly Price!

GUTTER GUTTER

Quality Builds Trust
(703) 587-7762

www.mainstreet-home-improvement.com

Windows & Doors • Roofing • Gutters

Our Prices Are Tough to Beat
Our Quality is Guaranteed!

IMPROVEMENTS IMPROVEMENTS

A&S Landscaping

703-863-7465
LICENSED

Serving All of N. Virginia

• All Concrete work
• Retaining Walls • Patios
• Decks • Porches (incl.
   screened) • Erosion &
   Grading Solutions
• French Drains • Sump Pumps
• Driveway Asphalt Sealing

Remodeling Homes, Flooring,
Kitchen & Bath, Windows,

Siding, Roofing, Additions &
Patios, Custom Deck, Painting
We Accept All Major Credit Cards

Licensed, Insured, Bonded • Free Estimates • Class A Lic

RN. CONTRACTORS, INC.

Phone: 703-887-3827
E-mail: rncontractorsinc@gmail.com

www.rncontractors.com

J.E.S. Services
Your neighborhood company since 1987

703-912-6886

Landscaping & Construction

All work Guaranteed

• Planting & Landscaping Design
• Drainage & Water Problems
• Concrete Driveways, Replacement or New
• Patios and Walks • Masonry Work or Dry Laid
• Paver, Flagstone, Brick, any style you choose
• Retaining walls of all types

Free Estimates - Fully Licensed & Insured

LAWN SERVICE LAWN SERVICE

GOLDY BRICK
CONSTRUCTION

Walkways, Patios, Driveways,
Flagstone, Concrete
FREE ESTIMATES

Licensed, Insured, Bonded

703-250-6231

PAVING PAVING

Partial or Full. Kit. Floors, Backsplashes.
Specializing in Ceramic, Porcelain, Glass Tiles

and Natural Stones. Also repair work. 35 yrs exp.

BATHROOM REMODELING

703-250-2872
Licensed • Bonded • Insured

www.brennan-tile.com

by Brennan Bath and Tile

TILE/MARBLE TILE/MARBLE

Quality Tree Service
& Landscaping

Reasonable prices. Licensed & insured.

24 Hour Emergency
Tree Service

25 years of experience  –  Free estimates
    703-868-5358

Summer Cleanup...
Tree removal, topping & pruning,
shrubbery trimming, mulching,
leaf removal, planting, hauling,
gutter cleaning, retaining walls,

drainage problems, etc.

TREE SERVICE TREE SERVICE

LANDSCAPING

SOD, Mulch, Clean-Up
Leaf Removal

Hauling.
703-863-7465

A&S CONSTRUCTION

ELECTRICAL ELECTRICAL

Recessed Lighting
Ceiling Fans
Phone/CATV
Computer Network Cabling
Service Upgrades
Hot Tubs, etc…

Office 703-335-0654
Mobile 703-499-0522

Licensed/Bonded/Insured

lektrkman28@gmail.com

If tomorrow 
were never to
come, it would
not be worth
living today.

-Dagobert Runes
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ALEXANDRIA TOYOTA

Special VIP Offer
for your Toyota


